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Tin Man
Animal Kingdom

I sounded this out from Animal Kingdom s Christmas gift a few year back.  It was

an alternate version of Tin Man and an acoustic guitar could be heard. But it 
still fit in with the original, here is a link to the Alternate though.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLp5ehBPpO0 Enjoy!

p.s. The 3 chords should be played as bar chords (Obviously) but Cm should first

be played on the 8th fret then B on the 6th and Ab on the 4th, then for the
second 
part of the verse Ab on the fourth fret and Cm on the 3rd fret then back to the 
6th fret for B.  Any questions just post in a comment, thanks!

Intro: Cm B Ab Ab

     Cm           B 
Got no arms, got no legs,
       B                     Ab
got no shoulders but I got a head
           Ab                  Cm               B
I ve got a head, that tells me stupid things to do

And I got heart, and I got heart,
although its slowing pulling me apart,
cause I never feel the same as you
                   B                          Ab
So tell me if it s love, cause baby I m a tinman
                B                       Ab
Tell me if it s love, I wanna be a real one

        Cm B Ab Ab

Well is this love? Is this pain?
I gotta a feeling that I cannot name
slowly changing every part of me
I know you think I m just a toy,
But I wanna be a real boy
I only want to feel the same as you

So tell me if it s, cause baby I m a tinman
Tell me if it s love, I wanna be a real one
Tell me if it s, cause baby I m a tinman
                  B                           Cm | B | Ab | Ab
Since you took my heart, I ve got a missing part

I ve got a missing part.....
(I am a zero, you are the one, come on over, switch me out)


